
 

 

 

 

GEELONG POLICE BUDDIES VISIT WEXFORD COURT STUDENTS 
 
On Tuesday 26th November, volunteers from Geelong Police visited the Grade 6 
students at the Wexford Court campus of Northern Bay College, one of Ardoch’s 
partner schools. Each police volunteer Big Buddy has exchanged pen-pal letters with 
his/her Little Buddy during the school year. The program is funded by the Geelong 
Community Foundation to break down barriers and misconceptions between the 
school community, their families and the police in Corio, develop disadvantaged 
students’ literacy and communication skills, and build a strong relationship between 
Victoria Police and the Northern Bay College community. We were delighted that 
Geelong Community Foundation’s Executive Director, Andrew Lawson, and Chairman, 
Val Lawrence OAM DSJ, could join us for the visit to see the project in action. 

 
The students involved their Big Buddies in literacy activities, with one Little 
Buddy reading a book to the whole group whilst the Big and Little Buddies 
thought about the connections in the story, visualised and wondered about 
what might happen next and made predictions together. The students then 
read with their Big Buddies and the visitors individually and in small groups 
and showed them some of their work. This was the first time that the 
Buddies were able to put a face to the letters they were exchanging so 
there was a lot of excitement.  

 
Leading Senior Constable Robbie Noggler talked to the students about the role 
of the police in the community and how much they are enjoying being Big 
Buddies, writing to and reading the students’ letters. Following lunch, the Little 
Buddies were given the Geelong Police VIP treatment. They were shown all the 
special features of police cars, a van and a motorbike, enjoyed the noise of the 
police sirens, finding out about special equipment and measuring the speed of 
each other running with a radar gun. 
 

The visit is a critical part of the bonding and relationship building with positive, 
working adult role models that takes place through the Literacy Buddies® 
program. It was wonderful to observe the children grow in confidence as they 
enjoyed talking with their Big Buddies, showing them around the school and 
learning more about police work. The students have developed their literacy 
and communication skills through the letter writing. The police volunteers are 
delighted to be able to take part in a program that enables them to connect 
with and support their local community more and gain a deeper understanding 
of the needs of local children.  

 
On behalf of all the Little Buddies at Northern Bay College Wexford Court campus and the Big Buddies from Geelong 
Police, we would like to thank the Geelong Community Foundation for supporting this program 
 

   


